BCX Range
BCX-9300

2D Bluetooth Handheld Scanner

Go -anywhere general purpose Bluetooth barcode scanner
The BCX-9300 is a high reliable image scanner for general purpose use, very reasonably priced to offer
the latest technology. Stay connected, all the benefits of the BCX-9300 come with a plug and play USB
connection, making 2D wireless scanning affordable.

Automatic wireless scanning
High speed decoding with a good depth of field and a
snappy response. With the USB cable plugged in the
unit opens in wired mode, pull out the cable to
automatically switch to Bluetooth wireless mode
when needed.

Dependable and durable
Can withstand free drops from 1.5M. Dust and water
sealed to IP54 standards, allowing it to cope with
everyday knocks and spills in most harsh workplaces.

High performance scanning
As well as being tough, the built-in 2D scan engine
provides flawless scanning of 1D and 2D codes.
Whether reading from paper or mobile phone
screens, the BCX-9300 handles the job with efficient
an effortless ease.

Applications
Ideal for Commercial, retail, warehouse, POS and Pharmacies

BCX Range
BCX-9300

Technical specification
Scan mode

Image scanning

Resolution ratio

640 x 80 (0. mega pixel)

Decoding speed

230 times per second ±2%

Scanning
precision

≥5 mil (minimum resolution)

Scannable code
medium

1D and 2D printing, mobile phone screen and computer screen barcode
(support mobile payment)

Identification
tolerance

Emission difference with more the 35% minimum print contrast signal

Scan depth

30mm - 300mm

Reading angle

Horizontal: 60°, vertical: 65°, rotation: 360°

1D Codes

Full series 1D codes

2D Codes

Airline 2 of 5, Data Matrix,Grid Matrix Code, GS1composite codes and Maxi
Code

Interface

USB port

Cable length

1.8m

System
compatibility

Windows (full series) Linux MacOS vista (plug and play)

Working Voltage

5VDC

Working
Temperature

0-55°C

Electromagnetic
Compatibility

CE FCC DOC COMPLIANCE

Drop Test

1.5m free drop

Waterproof and
dust proof

Conform to IP54 standard
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